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This publication includes updated estimates of onshore GDP growth in real terms up to the 
fourth quarter of 2022, along with additional breakdowns of GDP by categories of income and 

expenditure and key household sector economic statistics which are used for economic 
forecasting and modelling. 

Key results 

• In 2022 Quarter 4, Scotland’s onshore GDP is estimated to have grown by 0.2% compared to 

the previous quarter, revised up from the first estimate of 0.1% published on 1 March. This 
follows a downwardly revised fall of 0.3% in 2022 Quarter 3 and unrevised 0.0% growth in 

Quarter 2.  

• In 2022, annual GDP grew by 4.9% compared to 2021, after growing by 8.4% in 2021 and 

falling by 12.2% in 2020 during the early stages of the COVID-19 pandemic. 

• In the latest quarter there was growth of 0.2% overall in the services sector, growth of 0.1% 

in the production sector, and growth of 1.0% in the construction sector.  

• The household saving ratio was 7.8% in the latest quarter, up from 7.6% at the same point 

last year, and similar to pre-pandemic levels. Over the last year there has been a 9.2% 

increase in consumer expenditure, driven by high price inflation, which has outpaced growth 

in households’ disposable income of 6.0%. This indicates a fall in non-pension savings, 
however the overall savings ratio has been boosted by very high levels of the adjustment for 

the change in pension entitlements, because of high gilt yields in the second half of 2022.  

Information About This Release 

The coronavirus pandemic led to a number of challenges in collecting and processing the data to 

calculate GDP. As a result, estimates for 2020 and 2021, in particular, are subject to more 
uncertainty than usual and may be more prone to revision over time. International comparisons, 
and comparisons within the UK, should be made with appropriate caution for the levels of 

uncertainty and variations in methods in use by different statistical institutes around the world.  
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Second quarterly estimate of onshore GDP growth for 2022 Quarter 4 

Scotland’s onshore GDP (i.e. excluding offshore oil and gas) is estimated to have grown by 0.2% 
during 2022 Quarter 4 (October to December), revised up from the first estimate for the quarter 

of 0.1% published on 1 March. The increase in the latest quarter follows a fall of 0.3% during 
Quarter 3 (July to September), revised down from the previous estimate of -0.1%, and unrevised 
0.0% growth during Quarter 2 (April to June).  

Compared to the same quarter last year, Scotland’s GDP has grown by 0.6%.  

Revised estimates of annual GDP growth show that Scotland’s onshore economy grew by 4.9% in 
2022, revised down slightly from the first estimate of 5.0% growth. This follows growth of 8.4% in 

2021 and a fall of 12.2% in 2020.  

In quarterly terms, the level of GDP is 0.4% below the level in 2019 Quarter 4, prior to the impacts 

of the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic, after an initial fall of 24.5% between 2019 Quarter 4 and 
2020 Quarter 2. 

GDP change compared to previous quarter, Scotland 

 

In 2022 Quarter 4, output in the services sector increased by 0.2% overall compared to the 
previous quarter, with growth in six of the fourteen subsectors. The strongest increases were in 

financial and insurance activities (+1.1%) and professional, scientific and technical activities 
(+1.4%), offset in part by falling output in administrative and support services ( -2.6%).   

Output in the production sector grew by  0.1% overall, with flat output (0.0% growth) in 
manufacturing and growth in water supply and waste management offset by falls in mining and 

quarrying and electricity and gas supply.  

Output in the construction sector grew by 1.0% during Quarter 4, after falling by 1.8% in the 

previous quarter. 

The Monthly GDP estimates (which are experimental statistics) give a more detailed indication of 

the trends for each industry sector, and include results up to February 2023 at the time of release.  

  

https://www.gov.scot/collections/economy-statistics/#gdpmonthlyestimates
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GDP in nominal terms 
 

In 2022 as a whole, annual onshore GDP is estimated to have been £187.3 billion in total, or 
£34,229 per person. This has increased by £18.5 billion, or 11.0% compared to 2021 due to a 
combination of real terms growth of 4.9% and an increase in the GDP deflator by 5.8%, which 

reflects the high levels of price inflation experienced during 2022.   
 
Including oil and gas extraction in Scottish waters, Scotland’s GDP in 2022 is estimated to be 

£210.7 billion in total, or £38,509 per person. As well as the sharp rise in the nominal value of 
onshore GDP during 2022, the gross value added from oil and gas extraction in Scottish adjacent 
waters also increased strongly due to high oil prices and increased profitability during the year. 

 
Although GDP statistics in real terms are available for the onshore economy only, estimates of 
GDP in nominal terms are produced for both the onshore and wider economy including oil and gas 
extraction. These are widely used for international comparisons and fiscal analysis. A range of 

other statistics on oil and gas activity in Scottish waters is available at 
https://www.gov.scot/collections/economy-statistics/.  

Additional measures of economic activity and wellbeing 

GDP (or GDP per person) is the most widely known indicator of economic activity and is frequently 
used to make comparisons between places or over time. There are also a range of other measures 
which can be used to indicate different aspects of economic activity and wellbeing.  

Within this publication, Gross Disposable Household Income (Page 4) is the most comprehensive 
direct measure of the money earned by people in Scotland, including income earned in other parts 

of the UK or abroad, and accounting for transfers such as pensions, taxes and benefits.   

Gross National Income (GNI) is a measure which accounts for income flows between countries or 
territories for all sectors of the economy, such as outflows of profits generated by foreign owned 
companies. Experimental estimates of GNI for Scotland, last updated for 2017, are available here. 
Updated statistics to 2021 are planned for release on 28 June 2023. 

Labour productivity statistics, which report GDP per job or per hour worked are available here. 

The latest estimates are for 2021.  

Looking beyond GDP and the economy, Scotland’s National Performance Framework (NPF) 

includes a range of economic, social and environmental indicators which give a wider indication of 
national wellbeing. Further information can be found at nationalperformance.gov.scot.  

  

https://www.gov.scot/collections/economy-statistics/
https://www.gov.scot/publications/scottish-national-accounts-programme-primary-income-account-and-gross-national-income-for-scotland/
https://www.gov.scot/collections/economy-statistics/#productivitystatistics
https://nationalperformance.gov.scot/
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Gross Disposable Household Income (GDHI) 

Gross Disposable Household Income (GDHI) is a measure of how much money the population has 
for spending or saving after earnings and transfers such as pensions, taxes and benefits are 

accounted for. GDHI includes income earned in other areas of the UK or from abroad (for example, 
offshore workers’ income or income from overseas investments) which are not part o f onshore 
GDP. 

In 2022 Quarter 4, GDHI is estimated to have increased by 6.0% in nominal terms (without 
adjusting for inflation) over the year compared to 2021 Quarter 4. The largest part of GDHI is 

income from employment, which is up by 6.5% over the year. In the latest quarter there is also a 
sharp increase in miscellaneous other current transfers to the household sector, a large part of 
which reflects payments from government under the Energy Bills Support Scheme.  

Household Savings Ratio 

The household saving ratio was 7.8% in the latest quarter, up from 7.6% at the same point last 
year, and similar to pre-pandemic levels. Over the last year there has been a 9.2% increase in 

consumer expenditure, driven by high price inflation, which has outpaced growth in households’ 
disposable income of 6.0%. This indicates a fall in the non-pension savings by households. 
However, the overall savings ratio has been boosted by very high levels of the adjustment for the 
change in pension entitlements, because of high gilt yields in the second half of 2022 and their 

impact on pension funds. 

The household saving ratio represents funds which are available for adding to savings, including in 
pension funds, or paying off debt. It is not a measure of actual deposits made to savings accounts, 
or of savings accounts balances, but is a useful indicator of trends in overall household finances, 

and has been strongly impacted during the coronavirus pandemic.   

Household sector income, expenditure and saving 
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Revisions 

In this release, Scotland’s onshore GDP in volume terms has been open for revision back to the 
start of 2022, reflecting the same revision window in the latest UK quarterly national accounts.  

Growth in the latest quarter has been revised up from 0.1% in the first estimate to 0.2% in this 
release. The main sources of revision are updated estimates of construction and service sector 

activity, partially offset by a downward revision to electricity and gas supply data. In Quarter 3, the 
fall of 0.1% reported last quarter has been revised down to a fall of 0.3%, with downward revisions 
in construction, electricity and gas supply, and parts of services. In Quarter 2, small revisions 

within industries offset to leave total GDP unrevised at zero growth. In Quarter 1, GPD is revised 
down from growth of 0.7% to 0.6%, due to downward revisions in construction and services. 
Taken together, these revisions across the year have led to annual GDP growth being revised 

down slightly from 5.0% to 4.9%.  

Quarterly GDP growth rates compared to the previous release 

 

 

In the components of GDP in current prices, and the other national accounts tables in this release, 
revisions are open back to the start of 2020 in nominal terms, although are small prior to 2022. 
The main source of revisions here are due to constraints to UK GDP source data used for 

apportionment, which was only open to revision in 2022, and to HMRC regional trade statistics 
used within estimates of exports and imports. Estimates of gross disposable household income 
have also been revised from 2020 onwards, reflecting a decision to stop using the reference values 
from the ONS Regional GDHI publication for 2020 because they are based on provisional UK 

estimates dating back to the Blue Book 2021 and are now inconsistent with the latest UK 
estimates from Blue Book 2022. GDHI remains constrained to the ONS regional statistics up to 
2019.   

Information on the publication model for Scotland’s GDP, including the revisions policy and the 

routine data updates between the first estimate and quarterly national accounts, can be found at 
https://www.gov.scot/publications/gdp-background-documents/.  

  

https://www.gov.scot/publications/gdp-background-documents/
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About the GDP Quarterly National Accounts  

This publication includes the second estimate of onshore GDP growth for 2022 Quarter 4 (October 
to December), which uses additional data released since the Quarterly GDP First Estimate 

published on 1 March 2023. The results in this release are comparable to the UK Quarterly 
National Accounts for Quarter 4 published on 31 March 2023. 

In addition to the second estimate of onshore growth in real terms, the GDP Quarterly National 
Accounts also includes:   

• Total GDP in nominal (cash) terms for the onshore economy and also the wider economy 

including offshore activities 

• Onshore GDP in nominal terms broken down using all three of the output, expenditure and 

income approaches 

• Experimental statistics estimates of the expenditure approach to GDP in real terms 

• Household Sector income and expenditure accounts for Scotland, including Gross Disposable 

Household Income (GDHI) and the Household Savings Ratio  

• Public sector revenues.  
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About the GDP Quarterly National Accounts 

Gross domestic product (GDP) is the main indicator of economic activity in Scotland. There are 
three ways to measure GDP which should all produce the same result. Each of these approaches 

allows GDP to be broken down into different categories. 

 

 

 
 

The GDP Quarterly National Accounts covers all three approaches to GDP and their breakdowns in 

current prices (cash terms, unadjusted for inflation) for the onshore economy. Estimates of 
onshore GDP in real terms are available using the output approach, and are now also available for 
the expenditure approach as experimental statistics.  

The GDP Quarterly National Accounts also includes estimates of total GDP in current prices for the 

wider Scottish economy including an illustrative share of UK extra-regio (offshore and overseas) 
economic activity. 

Development Plan 

The Scottish Fiscal Commission publishes an annual Statement of Data Needs (link). These outline 
the data the SFC requires for its forecasts and highlights priorities for new or improved data. 
Information on the plans relating to these priorities is available here. 

Next publications 

GDP Monthly Estimate (experimental statistics), March 2023  31 May 2023 

GDP First Quarterly Estimate (national statistics), 2021 Quarter 1  31 May 2023 

GDP Quarterly National Accounts (national statistics), 2023 Quarter 1 26 July 2023 

 

  

http://www.fiscalcommission.scot/publications/occasional-papers/statement-of-data-needs-september-2018/
https://www2.gov.scot/Topics/Statistics/Browse/Economy/QNAS/Developments
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A National Statistics publication for Scotland 

Quarterly National Accounts for Scotland was assessed by the Office for Statistics Regulation (OSR) 
and designated as National Statistics in January 2014, signifying compliance with the Code of 

Practice for Statistics. Assessment Report 272 can be found at 
https://www.statisticsauthority.gov.uk/publication/quarterly-national-accounts-scotland/.   

Designation can be interpreted to mean that the statistics: meet identified user needs; are 
produced, managed and disseminated to high standards; and are explained well.  

Since the assessment there has been a programme of continuous improvement to the Quarterly 
National Accounts, including to the data used for capital investment and household earnings, and 

improved communication of the results. Some developments are ongoing and are clearly 
identified as experimental statistics in the release.  

 

Correspondence and enquiries 

For enquiries about this publication, please contact: 

John Dowens, 

National Accounts Unit,  
Office of the Chief Economic Adviser 

e-mail: john.dowens@gov.scot  
or economic.statistics@gov.scot 

 
For general enquiries about Scottish Government statistics please contact: 
Office of the Chief Statistician, Telephone: 0131 244 0442, 

e-mail: statistics.enquiries@gov.scot 

 

Complaints and suggestions 

If you are not satisfied with our service or have any comments or suggestions, please write to the 
Chief Statistician, St Andrew’s House, Edinburgh, EH1 3DG, Telephone: (0131) 244 0302, e -mail 
statistics.enquiries@gov.scot. 

If you would like to be consulted about statistical collections or receive notification of publications, 
please register your interest at www.gov.scot/scotstat 

Details of forthcoming publications can be found at www.gov.scot/statistics 

 

Crown Copyright 

You may use or re-use this information (not including logos) free of charge in any format or 
medium, under the terms of the Open Government Licence.  

See: www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/doc/open-government-licence/ 

 

https://www.statisticsauthority.gov.uk/publication/quarterly-national-accounts-scotland/
mailto:john.dowens@gov.scot
http://www.gov.scot/scotstat
http://www.gov.scot/statistics
http://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/doc/open-government-licence/

